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Management and Leadership

☑️ Environmental Team

Our environmental team consists of the entire company. All employees are involved in ensuring the environmental policy and all EPA, MDE regulations are closely followed. The leadership of this team consists of the VP of Operations, Christopher Hartman and the HR Director, David A. Bishop. Mr. Hartman is a strong advocate for setting the standard in compliance and environmental and personal safety. Mr. Bishop is in charge of ensuring that all of those policies are followed strictly.

☑️ Environmentally Preferable Products and Services

We provide fuel and fuel tank cleaning services. By removing impurities and particulates from fuel and tanks we reduce the carbon and other dangerous emissions of the equipment that uses the fuel. Using clean fuels also increases the efficiency of the equipment using the fuel.

Energy

☑️ Energy Efficiency

We have installed our own internal electric meter along with a brand new energy efficient HVAC unit with our new location. The electric meter is tracked every month so that we can regulate our energy use. Additionally, when building the new location we had all energy saving automatic switches installed.
throughout the office and only low wattage lights are used. This has helped us greatly reduce our electricity consumption and bill.

**Transportation**

- **Employee Commute**

  Clean Fuels employees are authorized and to use fleet vehicles as needed only for their commute home if the next day’s task is beyond their home address. For example: Technician “Steve” lives in Baltimore and our home office is in Annapolis. If Steve has a job the next day in Bel Air, he can take his truck home with a spill mat and drive directly to his job in the morning. By doing this we have managed to cut our fuel consumption by almost 50% over the past year.

- **Fleet Vehicles**

  All new vehicle purchases are made with fuel consumption in mind. Our latest purchases have included two 2011 Isuzu NRRs which are California Clean Air Ride certified and four 2011 GMC 3500 diesel pick up trucks. The replacement of old vehicles has also helped reduce our fuel consumption by roughly $150.00 per week at a minimum.